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ARTISTES INTRODUCTION: 
 
Annette Kruisbrink (b. 1958) is a Dutch 
Classical Guitarist and a composer who was 
born in Amsterdam. Now considered as one of 
the most important and influential composers of 
the age with 320 compositions mentioned on 
the official webpage list of compositions (for 
which she won several International Prizes and 
Awards for some of her greatest works). Her 
works are published in the Netherlands, 
Belgium, Germany, France, Canada and the 
United States. She’s the producer of 22 CDs with 
her compositions. 
 
She studied under Pieter van der Staak at the 
conservatory of Zwolle, the city where she 
presently lives. Annette Kruisbrink has attended 
masterclasses conducted by Leo Brouwer, John Duarte, Toyohiko Satoh and many others. She 
subsequently trained herself to play the flamenco guitar and the vihuela. During 1991-1992 
she studied composition with Alex Manassen and she followed master classes with Loek 
Dikker, Nigel Osborne and Claudio Prieto. She was commissioned by, among others, the NCRV 
(Dutch radio and television), Huismuziek, Guitar Festival Zwolle, Theatre Odeon Zwolle, 
Fonds voor de Scheppende Toonkunst and Novam. Annette Kruisbrink has given recitals and 
masterclasses on guitar performance and composition in The Netherlands, Argentina, 
Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Germany, Luxemburg, Italy, Poland, Spain, Lithuania, Sweden, 
and Switzerland to name some countries. From 2000-2010 she taught contemporary music 
and ethno music at the Conservatory of Music in Zwolle, Holland. She currently teaches guitar 
at the Anido Guitar School which she created (named in honor of Argentinean classical 
guitarist and composer María Luisa Anido).  

 
With the Belgian guitarist Arlette Ruelens she forms The Anido Guitar Duo. The Trobairitz 
Guitar Trio includes María Vittoria Jedlowski (Italy) as the third guitarist with a new work 
“De Kleine Prins” (The Little Prince). Solo, Duo, Trio... and next as expected, there’s a Quartet 
too – The Naildance Guitar Quartet with Claudio Ballabio (Italy) as the fourth member. Also 
with the Dutch soprano Franka van Essen she forms the Duo Kruisbrink & Van Essen.  

 
Annette Kruisbrink’s style of composition cannot be boxed into a set and shipped off that 
easily as it is so diverse in Form, Content, Instrumentation, Style and Genre. Music for Guitar 
is the most written (obviously) but also she has pieces with several combinations with other 
instruments or voice, of string quartets, four hand piano, marimba or larger mixed 
ensembles. Some of the instruments she has worked on includes: Piano, violin, viola, cello, 
double bass, e-bass, harp, flute, theorbo, mandolin, ondes martenot, recorder, drums, 
concertina, horns, saxophones, vibes and carillon. And she’s still expanding!! In this current 
Issue, you will find out a little bit more about this process of expansion and on some new 
instruments she’s working on.  
 
Read on; get Inspired and Enjoy Life through Music! 

 
 



 

IN CONVERSATION WITH ANNETTE KRUISBRINK (Netherlands) 
with Poireinganba Thangjam (Len) 
 
 
I chanced to bump into the great Annette Kruisbrink online through Facebook, while she was 
on tour around the Scandinavian region. My long desire for a conversation with her seemed 
inappropriate at the moment as her travels and concerts require greater concern, but I still 
sought to seek for an answer if she’d be interested in sharing her thoughts with CG+. She 
gladly agreed saying that we could do it after her concert tour as there’ll also be lack of 
internet service at some of the places she would be performing. So we waited for a week: “the 
final chord of the final concert of the Scandinavian tour” with Arlette Ruelens, the other 
illustrious personality of The Anido Guitar Duo, and finally as planned we embarked on this 
journey through the mind of a master musician as she shares her experiences and musical life 
in words. I’m immensely thankful to her for her quick responses and helping me out in my 
many doubts and requests. So here, presenting the remarkable Annette Kruisbrink and her 
limitless world of ideas and creation… 
 
 
How was your recent concert tour? Could you share a bit about the experience? 
It was great! I was in Scandinavia together with my 
Anido Guitar Duo (with Arlette Ruelens from Belgium) for 
two weeks. First we played some concerts together with 
Duo NIHZ (Bobby Rootveld, guitar and Sanna van Elst, 
recorder) in Copenhagen (Denmark) and Malmö 
(Sweden) and then the Anido Guitar Duo continued 
playing concerts in the northern part of Sweden. 
Especially in this area of Sweden, people are not that 
much used to listening to classical guitar music. We 
played a mixed program there with some tonal Spanish 
compositions and some contemporary music, among 
others my own works.      (Above: Anido Guitar Duo) 
 
You grew up listening to your mother playing the piano and played it too yourself. 
When and how did the spark of becoming a Classical guitarist/Composer lit up for you?  
Yes, my mother used to study the professional piano repertoire for hours a day (Bach, Chopin, 
Mozart, Debussy, Ligeti and more) and it was evident that I started with the piano too. From my 
eighth to twelfth year of age I have had piano lessons. But then suddenly, completely 
unexpected, my father died because of a heart failure. I didn’t want to play the piano any more. 
A year later, when I was thirteen years old a girl from my neighbourhood showed me a western 
steel string guitar. I bought one myself too and started playing my own songs and composed 
some easy solo pieces. Only at the age of eighteen I decided to study the classical guitar at the 
music academy. 
 
What other instruments do you play beside the guitar and piano? 
I don’t play the piano anymore. But I am a piano technician/ piano tuner though (it’s quite a 
relaxing job to tune all the ± 220 strings of a piano). 
I used to play the Vihuela and I still do now and then. I like to read and play the old tablature 
form. 
 
 
 



 

I've been listening to quite a lot of your compositions and almost every piece you 
create is so diverse in style and genre. What influences this variety in your work? 
I grew up with all kinds of music, visited many various concerts and I listened a lot to ethnic 
music. So I can not mention any specific influences. 
Maybe all these impressions are still inside me and do come out in a transformed way. It 
depends on whom I am writing for, on the level of the performer(s), on the length of the piece, in 
what mood I am etcetera, in what style I'll write. Anyway it is nice to work in all kinds of 
compositional fields. 
 
As diverse as you style is, my attention as an Indian, is grabbed by elements and 
influences of Indian music in some of your pieces like 'Raga Suite' and 'Carnatic 
Interlude'. What would you like to say on this? 
Indian music, both Hindustani and Carnatic is in my opinion the most cultivated music style. It is 
so refined! …the melodic Ragas and rhythmical Talas. It goes direct to the soul and projects and 
evokes emotion.  
 
My first composition based on Indian musical principals is 'Cirex' (1986) for guitar and double 
bass. A meditative introduction is followed by a rhythmical pattern of 16 beats, not in the 
normal Tintal division but divided in 3+3+3+3+4 and 5+5+6. The melody is derived from the 
Indian morning raga Ahir Bhairav.  
My second Indian based composition is 'Épitaphe sur ma Pierre tombale' (1991) for 2 guitars, 
voice and flute. I used the raga Kanagangi. It expresses the following emotion: Consciousness 
moves from fear to sadness, subsequently to confidence and eventually to self-discovered peace. 
 
In 1996 I composed 'Matanga' for guitar solo. It is in memoriam to my uncle Ton de Leeuw, a 
famous Dutch composer who lived from 1926-1996 and who explored the possibilities of uniting 
Western techniques and Eastern philosophy. It is based on three Indian musical instruments: 
Tanpura, Sitar and Tabla. In this piece in a certain moment the guitarist speaks the Bols 
(mnemonic syllables) of a Rupaktala (7 beats) and an Ektala (12 beats). 
 
In 2001 I wrote 'Ahimsa' (= non-violence) for guitar solo, an in memoriam to Mohandas 
Karamchand 'Mahatma' Gandhi. 
 
Seven years later in 2008 I composed 'Carnatic Interlude' for guitar solo based on two Carnatic 
ragas and with a Tanpura-like bass line. 
 
My 'Raga Suite' (2009) also for guitar solo has 4 movements: Sindh Bhairavi, Jogiya, Durga and 
Adana. Each movement has its own raga and tala(s). 
 
Were you in India to learn under any teacher or did you learn the elements of the 
music style on your own? Whom would you consider among Indian musicians as a 
major significance in your life and work? 
No, I have never been in India. But I listened a lot to a Dutch radio program that broadcasted all 
kinds of world music and Indian music in particular. When Indian musicians performed in the 
Netherlands I visited their concerts. So I have learned a lot about, especially Hindustani music; 
and I learned a lot from my younger sister. She studied Indian music at a music academy here in 
The Netherlands, an academy where you can study all kinds of music from all over the world. 
She learned Indian singing and she learned playing the Tabla. Musicians I admire a lot are for 
instance Balaram and Ashok Patak (Sitar and Surbahar players). I like Ali Akbar Khan on the 
Sarod and Zakir Hussain on the Tablas. Great singers are Rajan and Sajan Mishra and Kishori 
Amonkar, just to name a few. 



 

At your school (Anido Guitar School), what are the lesson plans and approach to 
teaching? What tips could you share on students' practice, focus and goals from your 
perspective? 
We are teaching with two teachers in The Anido Guitar School, Arlette Ruelens and me. Each 
student is different so we give a lot of individual attention. We both work in the more classical 
way, which means every beginner starts with learning reading notes. Most starting guitarists 
have never heard or seen a classical guitarist on TV/CD or in concert. Most of them only know 
electric guitar players. I think it is my duty to introduce my students to the classical guitar 
repertoire, even when they don’t want too! About 95 % of the students happen to be very 
surprised about the beauty of classical guitar music and want to learn it too!  
 
I wrote some different methods for guitar; a three part method learning all guitar techniques 
and about 20 repertoire pieces (from renaissance to contemporary music). 
I wrote a method on improvisation for young children and mentally ill adults and I wrote an 
improvisation method for advanced students and furthermore a book with 15 contemporary 
studies to learn the modern guitar idiom. 
 
Some of my mottos for students are: Study Slowly and Regularly, Study Every day, use a 
Metronome whilst practicing technique, use a Mirror every now and then and Make Recordings 
while you are studying, Listen to the result and find out What can be Improved. 
Be your Own Teacher when you do your daily exercises. Go to live concerts, not only to guitarists 
but to all kinds of instrumental and musical styles. Don’t expect only your teacher to be a good 
teacher, but Expect from Yourself to be a Good Student too! In other words: A teacher needs to 
be able to GIVE lessons and a student needs to be able to TAKE lessons. 
 
My aim is that students can work independent and that the music they play makes them happy. 
 
Did you know that I also teach students on great distance? My most far away living student is 
living in Bangalore! It is the devoted student Nandini Sudhir who is having guitar lessons with 
me via Skype. 
 
*(I do know Nandini Sudhir very well! She’s also the student of the Bangalore School of Music 
too, learning under a close friend of mine, Dinesh Khundrakpam. We’re proud of her and her 
numerous achievements. She’s a very talented young guitarist, fully absorbed to the core in 
everything she does. Very recently after you and I began our conversation, I mentioned about 
CG+ and you, and she told me that she takes Skype lesson from you too! She was thrilled to 
hear about this interview and keeps anticipating the release of the issue). 
 
In your earlier career as a composer, were there mistakes you've made and what did 
you learn from those mistakes? 
Well, I think I have quite a good idea of what I want in my compositions, of how the notes on 
paper will sound. Of course, when I write for guitar, I can play the music myself and I can hear 
the result immediately. But when I write for other instruments, or choir or a complete orchestra 
then fortunately I have no lack of imagination either. That means that when I have finished a 
new piece I hardly ever have to make adaptations after. Maybe once or twice in my lifetime I 
changed a small this or that. There is one composition though (for orchestra) in which I used a 
harp that plays during almost the whole piece and suddenly plays only two measures solo. I 
miscalculated the effect. I thought it would be hearable really loud. But my mistake was to have 
the orchestra played very loud followed by a subito stop. The resonance of the whole orchestra 
in the concert hall was so big that you could hardly hear the harp solo! 
 



 

What was your most challenging project? How did you overcome those challenges? 
My most challenging project was when I intended to write a piece for solo guitar in minimalist 
style. Of course there are minimalistic-like pieces for solo guitar, but about 30 years ago I 
couldn’t find any piece entirely minimalistic from beginning to end. Other composers only wrote 
fragments of it and then changed to another composing technique. My first attempt I did in 
1986 but I didn’t succeed and I grabbed to another instrument, the double bass (I formed a 
guitar/double-bass duo with my brother). I thought I needed at least two instruments to be able 
to write in minimalistic style. But I didn’t give up [I never do ;-)] and two years later in 1988, I 
composed '60+’, for solo guitar. It was entirely written in minimalistic style and it took me about 
six months to compose it. It is a piece with 60 motifs, notated in ‘boxes’, and a coda. Each box 
contains a separate motif; the playing order must remain intact as notated, but each motif can 
be repeated ad libitum and proceeds to the next without interruption. Two existing guitar 
techniques (left hand 'hammer on' and right hand 'arpeggios') are combined in such a way that 
a new playing technique arises, resulting in a greater rhythmic complexity. 
 
You've used a few non-traditional (uncommon) instruments in your compositions like 
the Carillon among others for composing. What new instruments would you like to 
work on next? 
I don’t know actually. The pieces that I wrote for 'uncommon' instruments were either written 
on request or for composition competitions. I composed for example, for the English concertina 
and for carillon, a duo for guitar and oud, and a composition for a set of instruments made of 
stone. I think it will be a nice challenge to write a piece for Pipa. 
 
Instruments made of Stone?? This, I guess, is both "folksy and primitive" on one hand 
and "scientifically advanced" on the other side. I'm very curious about it. Does it have a 
name?  
 I wrote this composition with the title 'Lapides Varii' for a set of musical instruments made of 
stone by a Dutch guitarist singer/songwriter, Dorine Wiersma. Her father was geologist and 
therefore already at a young age she was fascinated by minerals and stones. She combined her 
being a musician and this love for geology and build a set of instruments of different stones and 
minerals and gave each instrument a name, like 'lithofoon' and 'phonolite'. 
 
Instrument Photos: (Rights Reserved to Dorine Wiersma) 

 
(The Lithofoon & Phonolite) 

 
 
 
 
Talking about instruments made of stone also brought to my mind your composition 
"The Japanese Stonecutter" and the other pieces with Oriental themes. What is your 
relationship with Japan (also India and the Eastern World) and most importantly, I'd 
say, the philosophy that led you to this relationship in your life's work? 



 

Well, I have no special relationship with Japan or Japanese music 
in particular but with higher cultures from all over the world 
and as far as philosophy is concerned I am interested in Indian 
philosophy in particular. In the composition The Japanese 
Stonecutter (composed in 2000) I projected my interest in Asian 
ethnic music to the full. It is written for 2 guitars and narrator 
and it tells the original parable as written in the famous book 
'Max Havelaar’ by Multatuli. The parable deals with a 
discontented stonecutter. At his request, an angel changes him 
into other, more powerful forms. Yet he is still discontent, but in 
the form of a rock he realizes the true power of a stonecutter. He wants to be a stonecutter 
again. Many Asian countries claim that this story comes original from their country. Therefore I 
decided to weave all kinds of Asian melodies and rhythms in my composition. For instance the 
thematic material of the first and last movement “The Stonecutter” is taken from Japanese 
melodies known as tsugaru-jamisen. The tsugaru-jamisen is generally played at the beginning 
of ceremonies or celebrations. The themes of “The Angel” are based on Chinese music. The 
melodies in “The Rich Man” are a mixture of a folk dance from Laos and a Japanese folksong. 
The themes used in “The King” are derived from a folk dance from Northern Malaysia (as 
danced by women at the Imperial Palace) and Mongolian folk music (among others, Sigsirgin ay 
- in praise of the horse).“The Sun” is based on Indonesian music; a trance dance (Jaranan). In 
“The Cloud” elements from a Chinese ‘Wu’ piece are used, describing a battle. The themes used in 
“The Rock” are from China and Japan (Midare, a classical Japanese Koto piece). 
 

Who and What are your major inspirations in music? 
Concerning to music in general I think it is hard to tell. I don’t think there is a single ‘Who’ or a 
‘What’ that inspires me. All is connected in space and time. Of course I have my favourite 
composers, artists, interpreters, instruments, languages, flavours and so on, but I cannot name a 
single cause of inspiration. But concerning my compositions I can be inspired by the kind of 
commission or the restrictions of a commission, by reading a single odd word, by visiting a 
concert or by just playing some wrong notes which might be the starting point of a new work! 
 
What influences does playing with Arlette Ruelens (Anido Guitar Duo) and Franka van 
Essen brings to you and your work? 
First of course it results in writing a lot for two guitars and for guitar and voice! Working with a 
singer is quite different than working with another guitarist. I learn a lot about poetry, texts, 
language. I learn to be subservient to the singer, to follow the more rubato way singers are used 
to interpret. I learn about the way singers practice and about the rehearsals together. Playing in 
a guitar duo is different. It needs more time to get things really together. Playing with other 
musicians influences my listening. I aspire to comprehend everything; the composition, the part 
of my duo partner and my own part as a whole, the balance between the two instruments, the 
anticipation and the beauty of it all. 
 
Could you share some thoughts on Quality Performance and mental & physical 
relationship of the Self to achieve it? 
Learn to have self-confidence and train your concentration. Practice to Listen 'with the 
listeners' as if it were not you who is playing. Analyse not only the music but also your way of 
playing. Listen and serve the music, the music only. Serve it with Perseverance and Admiration 
and Sincere Modesty. And last but not least I would like to finish with an Indian saying: 'Let the 
fingers be the eyes of your mind!' 
 



 

*(I'll keep remembering that for my whole lifetime and surely my readers would do it too and 
think deeper on the words you've shared for an overall improvement towards a better life 
musical life. Thank you very much for sparing your precious time with me and the readers. 
We wish you all the very best in your endeavours and will be anticipating the work on the 
Pipa. May the creative force flow on and always... Thanks for all the wonderful music you've 
presented us). 
 
 

A LILLIPUTIAN SELECTED WORKS OF ANNETTE KRUISBRINK: 
 
- Flower Power Suite (Guitar Ensemble) 
- Four Seasons Grand Suite (Solo Guitar) 
- 60+ (Solo Guitar) 
- Carnatic Interlude (Solo Guitar) 
- Oasis (Flute, Violin & Guitar) 
- Jungle Skunk (Guitar, Stringed Instrument & Soundtrack) 
- The Japanese Stonecutter (2 Guitars & Narrator) 
- Hommage a Andrés Segovia (Solo Guitar) 
- Epitaphe sur ma pierre tombale (2 Guitars, Flute & Voice) 
- 10 Miniaturas (Guitar Quartet) 
- Variations on Opou Episkiasi I Hari Sou (Solo Guitar) 
 
and always keep Exploring… 

 
    Annette Kruisbrink Online: 
 

    Official: www.annettekruisbrink.nl 
    YouTube: www.youtube.com/annettekruisbrink 
    Facebook: www.facebook.com/Annette.kruisbrink 
    Scores & Works: Links available at Official website 
      
 
 
 
 

 

Poireinganba Thangjam Online:    

Facebook: www.facebook.com/ngarimetpa 
Email: poireinganba.thangjam@gmail.com 

      
     CG+ Online: 

     www.classicalguitaraugmented.wordpress.com 
     www.facebook.com/classicalguitaraugmented 
 
 
 
POIREINGANBA THANGJAM (LEN) 
Founder & Editor-in-Chief, 
Classical Guitar Augmented (CG+) 
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